Virtual Reality: General Issues of Legal Regulation
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Abstract

The article focuses on the general issues of legal regulation of relations that emerge in the field of application of VR technologies and presents issues associated with the regulation of development of such technologies. It looks at the features of this technology that create challenges for the development of a system of legal regulation of its application. The article also gives a perspective at major factors that make application of the existing law difficult and offers analysis of the emerging issues of its regulation. The author arrives at a conclusion that this technology is fundamentally different from the other existing technologies as it combines the properties of both physical reality and cyberspace. Among the challenges of the legal regulation of VR are a high realism, complete immersion user experience, and low cyber protection of both hardware and software components. The author evaluates several regulatory approaches, which could be used in the case of virtual reality and finds that all of them have major deficiencies. Contemporary research findings in secure application of VR in the fields of teaching and entertainment get rapidly outdated as they cannot catch up with the technology development, therefore they can only serve as a ground for the development of a system of VR regulation with consideration of this factor.
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1. Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) is one of the technologies that will soon transform our world.1 However, other breakthrough technologies such as artificial intelligence or the internet of things attract more attention of both the general public and the government. Nonetheless, a wide application of VR will transform our world beyond recognition. This technology will allow to create new worlds that people would prefer over reality.

As of now, VR technologies are being actively used in many industries. Especially often they are used in the entertainment industry and video games.2 There is also a proven efficiency of virtual reality in teaching and modeling of the learning situations (Ahn, 2016). There are cases of application of these technologies in medicine, rehabilitation of felons, video conferencing, etc.

Virtual reality technology is based on a variety of hardware and software tools, which help user(s) imitate a real or fictional world by stimulating their senses such as vision, hearing, touch, smell, sense of balance, etc. In turn, virtual reality is a world or an interaction environment, imitated by such a technology. The most common VR device is the virtual reality helmet, which could be used for imitation of the outside world through video and audio channels. For instance, if somebody uses a VR helmet, a gaming wheel, and a racing track simulator, their head turns and other body movements will be accompanied by changes in the visual environment of the helmet while the rotation of the gaming wheel will imitate the direction of motion of the racing car. Unlike traditional video games where users control body motion by pressing their console keys, VR ensures higher degree of realism and immersion.

Retail statistics demonstrates that the numbers of VR gadget (mostly helmets) sold in the world are rapidly increasing and based on some assessments between 2018 and 2022 they would grow sevenfold reaching 70
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1 Market of Virtual and Augmented Reality: Opportunities for Start-up Companies from the Perspective of an Investor. Published by the Internet Initiatives Development Fund (in Russian) https://habr.com/ru/company/friifond/blog/322230/

million units. Among the countries with the largest investments in VR and AR (Augmented Reality) are the United States (USD 6.6 billion) and China (USD 6.0 billion). Some experts assess the growth of this market by the figure of 70% per annum.³

2. Key Features of VR

It might seem that virtual reality is yet another new technology, which requires development of new technical standards rather than new legal approaches to regulate it but there is a number of reasons why this is not so. In my opinion due to its features, this technology requires fundamentally new legal solutions.

2.1 High Degree of Realism

First feature of VR is its ability to offer a high degree of realism, which translates into reactions of both user’s brain and body in the fictional worlds. In VR users can be scared to death, suffer mental and psychological disorders, and even have their consciousness and consumer choices more effectively manipulated among multiple other things (Park, 2018). The fact that virtual reality can help users cope with the stress also means that it can used to induce stressful situations.

Research findings of multiple experiments demonstrate that within several minutes of exposure to VR, human brain and body start reacting to things that happen in there in the same ways they would in the real world. VR users get a fear of virtual heights (Clark, 2013), get scared to death of virtual spiders (Tardif, 2019), and experience worries during social interactions (Diemer, 2015). Multiple research publications demonstrate that virtual reality is a great way of manipulation of psycho-emotional state of users (Abdullah, 2018), especially when gamification is applied (Hvass, 2018).

It should be emphasized that VR technologies become more and more realistic as each year passes by. 3D space in the VR helmets gets better designed and more clearly outlined while VR feedback suits become more sophisticated as they imitate the body touch.⁴ Greater realism can make VR more attractive to a wider audience literally in any industry. Most recent technology developments can even imitate a realistic sexual intercourse with a mimicking of physical contact for users who are located in different parts of the world. Some researchers say that thanks to a high degree of realism and safety more and more people would start to prefer virtual reality to the real world as a place of their pastime (Hvass, 2018).

2.2 Complete Immersion Experience

The second feature of VR is that it offers users a complete immersion experience. Unlike augmented reality, traditional video games, and applications displayed on the computer screens where users look at the real world and the things that happen around it, virtual reality helmets fully focus hearing and sight of the users on the imitated reality. If the users use the feedback suits,⁵ then they can cut off yet another channel of incoming impulses.

In this fashion users can fully immerse into a fictional world where they think, sense the time (Bansal, 2019) and their bodies (Thaler, 2019), and where they move based on the features of the fictional world (Brungart, 2019). This is now being actively used in medical treatment where patients can be immersed into a new world where they can get distracted from their pains and fears, and other unpleasant feelings (Yuan, 2018). Some countries seriously practice VR to lower aggression and eliminate other deviations to help users.⁶ At the same time, it should be understood that for many people VR can become a new addiction or a habit that would serve as a medium of escaping reality.

2.3 Low Security of Virtual Reality Gadgets and Software

The third feature of VR that should also be remembered is the low security of virtual reality gadgets and software in the context of their cyber vulnerability. According to some scholars’ research, most of the popular gadgets have a low or a medium level protection against cyber threats, which is clearly not sufficient to protect human brain and psyche against the ‘hacking.’(Ueoka, 2018) One example of this was when a team of cyber security experts had effortlessly hacked a popular app designed for business and personal meetings in VR where they were able to add themselves into any room (even private ones), to view users’ screens in real-time, and to

⁴ See an official website of a Teslasuit developer https://teslasuit.io/
send them malware apps among other things.7 Therefore, VR is an effective way of projecting influence on human consciousness and subconsciousness, which can become available to hackers, cyber forces of foreign governments, and both software and hardware producers.

These vulnerabilities can become a weapon of cyber warfare between the states (by ways of projecting mental effects on the users of a certain country), or even a tool for acquiring a confidential information.8 While what was available to cyber criminals before was only personal possessions, business reputation, and other obvious valuable assets, now they can literally get into the brain of their victims. VR offers opportunities for an effective manipulation with consciousness and emotions, which are only limited to their developer’s imagination. Most recent studies show that virtual reality can help induce virtually any emotion that can last up to 8 minutes of a time (Meuleman, 2018).

2.4 Insufficiency of Knowledge about the Impact It Has on Humans

The fourth feature of VR is insufficiency of knowledge about the impact it has on humans. As of now, there are few research projects on this topic that are actively developing and that already have available research findings, which demonstrate both negative and positive effects of VR in specific contexts. At the same time, these findings show that virtual reality has effects only for specific applications in specific fictional environment in specific conditions from a short-term perspective.

For instance, there is no research on the impact that a frequent use of VR has on a mental state of children, adolescents, or adults. As a result, development of the rules of regulation of virtual reality for specific age groups now can be only be done based on the assumptions by analogy.

Even if such a research projects were done, technologies in this industry develop so rapidly that their findings would become instantly outdated. Let’s assume that a certain piece of VR hardware or software is proven to be secure in the long run. Most probably within a year9 there would be a release of a new model with a higher degree of realism and immersion into a virtual reality, and that would make the research findings irrelevant. Thus, the reasoning of the development of a system of legal regulation would become a series of outdated, controversial, and non-generalizable research findings.

This is a serious problem as any legal regulation should have its reasoning. VR is not a piece of equipment that requires clinical testing and security issues studies, which is why it becomes virtually impossible to force developers conduct a research on the negative effects that this technology might have on the users.

From this perspective, virtual reality can be classified as a highly realistic imitation of both real and fictional worlds, which offers a high degree of immersion and a low degree of protection against cyber-attacks. This technology is still poorly studied, especially in the context of negative consequences for both physical and mental health of users in the long run.

3. Findings and Discussion

Features of VR as a technology listed above may lead to certain effects related to the legal regulation. First, the legal approach of regulation of this sphere is not exactly clear. On the one hand, VR is one of the human-computer interfaces similar to video games or traditional office applications; on the other hand, it has a strong psycho-physical effect that is not typical for traditional interactive computer interfaces.

With a simple transposition or application of regulations used in the computer industry, such as those applied in the video games, there still remain multiple unregulated issues that impose risks on the users.

Video games are usually labeled for specific age categories, primarily based on the content and the design of the game (Zamakhina, 2019). Largely the labeling system of the gaming content has already been established, however, it will not fit the VR apps as it does not evaluate potential harm and an accumulating long-term impact.

At the same time, legal norms used to regulate relations that emerge in the real physical world, are also not applicable in VR. For instance, homicide that has occurred in the virtual world, if not accompanied by a death of a victim in the real world, in the foreseeable future will not become a felony like a traditional homicide is. This argument however has its exemptions.
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For instance, some scholars point out to the fact that substitution of a sex partner or gaining an illegal access to the body of the virtual reality user through the interface (an electronic sex toy) for intimate connection contains elements typical for offences against sexual freedom of a person. In legal research publications, such felonious act is either perceived as a sexual harassment or as a rape (Strikwerda, 2015).

With some exceptions, most scholars would agree that actions in the virtual world even with its increasing realism so far do not impose the same effects on the users as do the actions in the real world (Alptraum, 2015). Thus, direct transposition of the legal norms applied in other IT industries does not work in VR as it remains to be an imitated world, which is why norms applied to regulate relations in the physical world are not applicable there.

Second, VR offers ways of social interaction that have not been known before. These are social relations that have properties of both the real world and the cyberspace. Just like relations between the users in the cyberspace, interactions in the virtual reality have a global dimension (or a transboundary character) as while being anonymous for their participants, they have a wide scope of the audience and other typical features (Dremliuga, 2008). At the same time, these relations have one distinguishing element, which is a strong psychophysical effect imposed on the users comparable to their reactions in the real world.

For instance, how would we essentially classify physical intimacy that people might have with assistance of VR with a physical feedback? Would it be classified as a video content distribution via internet as the images and the sounds are transmitted into the VR helmet, or would it be classified as actions of sexual nature as there is an interaction between the persons’ genitals?

Even if the use of VR does not imply an active interaction with the human body, it still can be difficult to identify the nature of relations by means of this technology. This is illustrated by the fact that virtual reality technologies also actively develop in an academic setting.

Application of VR technologies in teaching allows finding more effective ways to introduce students to a complex scholarly information, which helps with the improvement of both the quality and efficiency of teaching (Vishwanath, 2017; Monaenkova, 2017). At the same time, it remains unclear how teaching in VR would be regulated. Would this teaching be limited to specific age groups as there exists a proven evidence of certain psychophysical effects on people of different ages? (Heidrich, 2019) Would teaching in VR enjoy the same status as the relations between teaching institutions and their students?

Due to their exposure to the virtual world, oftentimes users might experience physical space disorientation and inability of properly coordinate their actions in the real world, which can cause physical harm not only to the users themselves but also to others around them and to their property (Ramirez, 2019). Should these relations be regulated just like the teaching process in the teaching institutions?

Besides, possible deliberate negative mental effects imposed on others should also be considered. Imagine, cybercriminals hack a VR app. With the use of different techniques (infralow or ultrahigh acoustic waves frequencies, particular combination of colors with a required flicker frequency, hypnotism, etc.) one could impose desired mental effects on the users, which among other things might cause serious mental disturbances among them. This should be considered when it comes to such easily psychologically disturbed groups of users as high-school and college students. Would this kind of actions be classified as actions causing a harm similar to the actions causing a harm in the real world, or would they be regulated by the laws on the distribution of information?

Third, VR being an information technology inherits the challenges typical for the regulation of a cyberspace. One of the major challenges here is that cyberspace belongs to multiple jurisdictions. Some researchers mention it as a Bangladesh Problem (Lemley, 2018). The idea behind it is that application of any law has a limited geographic reach (Dremliuga, 2019). For instance, if an unlawful act is committed against a person in virtual reality, it might turn out that the lawbreaker could avoid taking responsibility as unlawful act was committed from the territory of Bangladesh if in accordance with the local laws this act would not be considered to be a lawbreaking or if there would be no mechanism of holding lawbreakers from abroad liable for their offences.

Moreover, in the opinion of some researchers impunity might become a reason of increasing numbers of unlawful transboundary acts in VR (Lemley, 2018), which in its turn, for instance, might cause increasing numbers of other types of cybercrime (Dremliuga, 2008). In other words, in VR offenders might get a desired effect caused by the offence as they would in the real world being exposed to a lesser jeopardy.

Information technologies make many unlawful things more economically efficient. For instance, if criminal offenders wish to hide themselves from prosecution in the real world, they would need to spend significant
resources to ensure their mobility and to conceal their identity under a permanent fear of being unmasked by a potential victim. Cyberspace lowers these costs and gives offenders an opportunity of being far away from the victim. Here VR adds realism to cyber interaction, which enhances its efficacy.

From the conceptual perspective, challenges of legal regulation of cyberspace are not something new however sustainable solutions still remain unavailable. This is illustrated by a situation when attempts to control internet have led to the development of tools that help skirt around this control. The most visible examples here are Tor Browser and Telegram Messenger - while the former one allows an access to Darknet websites, the latter one still remains fully operational regardless of the RosComNadzor attempts to block it. Thus, VR as a unique digital technology inherits many features that make regulation of relations in the cyberspace more difficult.

4. Conclusions
This article does not aim to give exhaustive answers to the questions that apply to the regulation of VR. Rather the author of the article attempts to outline the framework of further research and to list major factors that have their impact on the law-making in this sphere. Virtual reality is a technology that imitates reality with a high degree of realism and immersion. Both software and hardware solutions have a low level of cybersecurity not comparable to a potential damage that they may cause. Due to these unique features, a general approach towards regulation of VR-based relations still remains ambiguous. Besides, this technology inherits most of issues associated with the formation of an effective system of regulation of a cyberspace. Contemporary research findings in the field of a secure application of VR is academic training and entertainment get rapidly outdated due to their inability to catch up with the development of technologies.
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